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FOREIGN LANGUAGE SKILLS FOR
CATALOGING
Kathryn Lybarger
Cataloging and Metadata
University of Kentucky Libraries

CATALOGING

WE RECENTLY GOT TO HIRE A NEW
CATALOGING TECHNICIAN, AND ASKED…



What is your experience in cataloging?



What is your experience with foreign languages?

FOREIGN LANGUAGE TITLES






Which part is the
title?
Which part is the
author?
Is the book in a
series?

CATALOGING FOREIGN LANGUAGE
MATERIALS



UK’s catalog has materials in 280 languages



We don’t speak most of these languages



We still need to process the materials

RECOGNITION


Narrow your search



Know who to ask

THE ALPHABET




Type what’s on the
book into the
computer

Recognize different
forms of the same
letter

TRANSLITERATION

NUMBERS






Used for enumeration
of sets and series
Even knowing single
digits is helpful
May need to construct
larger numbers

上 – first
中 – middle
下 – last

DATES


Roman numerals

Years may be
numbered differently




There may be different
months (each year)

COMMON NAMES, FAMOUS PEOPLE






Determine the layout of
the title page

Do two similar names
refer to the same
person?

How are names
structured or sorted?

COMMON VOCABULARY


“by”, “editor”, “translator”



“reprint”, “new corrected edition”



“table of contents”, “bibliography”



“Complete works”, “Short stories”

FLUENCY IS USEFUL, OF COURSE!




Communicate with
vendors

Specifically determine
subject matter of
material

WILLINGNESS TO LEARN SOMETHING NEW

ANY QUESTIONS?

